Minutes for June 9th FFC meeting

Present: Rosemary Wilson, Rita Hayes, Patty Willadsen, Paula Gallt, Joe Baumgarten, Rosie Stanley, Tina
Colburn, Stacy Ryan (CSB rep)
Excused: Father Jim, Anna Steele, Ricardo Garcia, Kari Wilke, Joel Rogers, Tom Primmer
Called to order at 7:10pm
Rosemary led the group in prayer
Business:
*Tina presented Rosie and Rosemary with the icon of Christ the Teacher as a thank you for their time on
the FFC. Tina welcomed Paula and Joe.
*Tabled approving the May minutes since Father Jim was not in attendance
*No reports were given since staff was not in attendance
* Tina reviewed the 4 objectives presented in a meeting with Archbishop Jackels. It was discussed that
St. Cecilia’s is on point with all of the objectives and will continue to refer to them when planning for the
future.
*Tina also informed the group that PC had voted on a new mission statement for the parish: Formed by
the word of God, United by the Holy Eucharist, Enlivened by the Holy Spirit. The inspiration for the new
mission statement started with the strategic planning session back in January. It also lines up with the
short but very poignant mission statement from the Archdiocese: Share Jesus Love.
*With Father Jim’s approval the present members elected Joe Baumgarten as Secretary, Rita Hayes as
Vice Chair, and Tina Colburn Chair
*Rita agreed to stay as the CSB liaison. Stacy Ryan said Kelly Grandgenett coming to FFC representing
CSB. We will have to find out who the PC representative to FFC will be after their meeting at the end of
June. Tina will attend the PC meetings on behalf of FFC.
*Tina informed the group of hiring Katie Patrizio as the new Director of Faith Formation and that Dori
put in her two week notice as administrative assistant. The pursuit of a replacement will take place with
Katie having input.
In-Service:
*Because of the status of the attendees of the meeting, we tabled the Catechetical Plan to later in the
fall of 2015.
Rosemary led the closing prayer
Adjourned 8:20pm
Respectfully submitted,
TINA COLBURN, Chair

